
A Better Image of Your Prospect Leads to 
Higher Reserves

Do you remember your first camera? For some of us, it might
have been a Polaroid that slipped out instant images that devel-
oped before our eyes. The detail left a lot to be desired, espe-
cially for users of the first model back in 1948, but we were
thrilled to own what was, at the time, some of the most ad-
vanced technology available for instant photography. The Po-
laroid is still around today, but serious photographers depend 
on high-resolution digital cameras that deliver blazing speed 
and crystal-clear image clarity. 

Details make the difference, and in order to drill safely, on time,
on budget and on spec, clarity is a must. The best image of your
prospect helps you jumpstart production and accelerate moneti-
zation of your reservoir. 

Understanding your reservoir begins with accurate 3D imaging 
to define essential structure and stratigraphic information in the
subsurface. SIGMA3 Integrated ReservoirTM is a leading provider
of Depth Imaging software and services to the oil and gas indus-
try. With our advanced imaging technology, we help oil and gas
companies visualize 3D earth structures and reduce drilling risks
associated with oil and gas exploration. Oil companies lower the
cost of production, provide faster delivery of oil and gas to the
marketplace, and tap oil and gas from ever more challenging
plays. 

For the most complex subsurface projects, the best image comes
from the most accurate velocity model. The best velocity models
come from fully integrated workflows. Close collaboration with
the interpreter and geologist is critical. The best velocity model
requires access to angle-domain common image gathers (ACIG)
at all locations, high fidelity fast algorithms, flexible model-
building, and robust model updating techniques, such as 3D 
tomographic updating. The AIMTM velocity toolkit provides rapid
analysis of the large volumes of ACIG/semblance sets with     
robust automated picking tools, and interactive graphical QC 
aids to efficiently high-grade the residual velocity volume.
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Selecting back projection points independent of manually picked horizons involves calculating the best single dip
in a window and the coherency of the dip by iteratively applying plane-wave destructor filters. Points that satisfy
specified levels of dip coherence, amplitude, semblance strength and distance from other points and the edges of
the image are selected as back projection points. This method allows for an even distribution of back projection
points in the absence of strong geologic boundaries (reflectors) that define the velocity model. The updated veloc-
ity model is smoothed to compensate for the considerable gaps in back projection point coverage. The result is
flat subsalt reflectors positioned correctly and major subsalt faults and point diffractors are resolved.

Tomography & Velocity Analysis

Auto Semblances Dip Coherency Back Projection Points

Back Projection RaysUpdated Model Residual Velocity below Salt

Automatic tomography is a technique to reduce
the manual effort and picking inconsistencies in
model updating resulting in speeding up the
process with improved accuracy. In regions of
structural complexity, such as brugose salt bod-
ies, ray tracing-based tomographic velocity
model updating is used for back projecting 
velocity errors along rays. To streamline the 
velocity model updating process, we have imple-
mented an automatic method of signal detection
that eliminates the need for manual reflector

picking by scanning the seismic data volume with
prediction-error filters, and automatically select-
ing back projection points based on dip coherency
and semblance strength. This approach can save
months of human time on a typical 3D seismic
imaging project, shortening seismic imaging 
project turnaround time while exploiting the full
redundancy of the recorded data. The automation
also reduces human bias and manual picking
error, while retaining the option to control quality
and steer the solution. 



Powerful Migration Algorithms

RTM – Anisotropic Reverse Time Migration is probably
the most intuitive wave-field continuation migration
method in the industry. Both the source wave-field and the
recorded wave-field are continued along the time axis, the
source wave-field is propagated forward in time, whereas
the recorded wave-field is
propagated back in time,
thus the name. The image is
formed by cross-correlating
the two wave-fields, and
evaluating the correlation 
at zero lag.

The kernel of RTM consists 
of a finite-difference code
which models the acoustic
wave propagation in three-dimensional media. The finite-
difference formulation solves the two-way wave equation.
RTM is implemented with domain decomposition which 
distributes the simulation grid for a single shot across 
multiple processors. Because each processor can operate
on just a portion of the total simulation grid, the amount 
of memory, disk space, and computation per processor can
be greatly reduced providing quick delivery. 

ShotPRO™ – Anisotropic Shot Domain Wave Equation
Migration is a Wave Equation migration technique where
individual shot gathers are migrated to create an image 
of the earth. This method propagates a source and a 
receiver wave-field (the shot gather) in the subsurface 
with a propagator based on the one-way or two wave
equation followed by an imaging condition. This method
handles wide azimuth data naturally and is particularly
suited for land or ocean bottom surveys. Output of 3D
angle gathers is supported.

TomoWAVE™

In regions of structural complexity such as below rugose salt bodies, ray tracing-based tomographic velocity model updating
suffers from similar problems as Kirchhoff migration in that it may not be possible to trace rays through certain parts of the
model, and multi-pathing is not easy to take into account. Wave field continuation imaging methods, such as shot profile
migration and RTM, overcome these shortcomings. It is, therefore, desirable to base the velocity model building on the 
same methods.

FastPRO™ – Anisotropic Common Azimuth/ Narrow
Azimuth Wave Equation Migration is a double square
root Wave Equation Migration coded specifically for com-
mon azimuth and narrow azimuth data. As its name im-
plies it is a very fast streamline algorithm, which is the

workhorse for suitable marine
3D streamer surveys providing
a powerful wave-equation solu-
tion for multi-pathing. It pro-
vides domain decomposition 
for large volumes.

K3D – Anisotropic Pre-Stack
Time and Depth Migration is
recognized as the most flexible
Kirchhoff method of imaging

prestack 3D seismic data. 3D prestack migration of surface
seismic data is the ultimate tool for imaging the earth's
subsurface in areas of complicated geological structure.
Kirchhoff migration is particularly appropriate for 3-D
prestack data because of its flexibility in imaging irregu-
larly sampled data and for its relative computational 
efficiency. Kirchhoff migration images seismic data by 
approximately solving the wave equation with a boundary
integral method. The acoustic reflectivity at every point of
the earth's interior is computed by summing the recorded
data on multidimensional surfaces.
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Versatile Model Building

With the advent of ever-faster computers, earth model building for imaging has become the primary bottleneck
in imaging workflows. SIGMA3 has designed a new revolutionary model building system called VizPROTM that 
enables rapid 3D earth model construction using 3D velocity and seismic image data. The system includes
multi-Z interactive model building, complex mathematics for model manipulation, and full integration with 
the GeoPROTM platform and VelPRO™ velocity tools. The VizPRO environment is also integrated with our 
proprietary tomography and 3D pore pressure prediction technology to enable efficient analysis of 3D data.

Image is Everything

Better image quality of your prospect means higher reserve potential. SIGMA3 provides the experience and
tools you need to create the most accurate velocity models. You will integrate the most attributes, build faster
geobody models so you can optimize your drilling.  

VizPRO provides a complete

visualization capability using 21st

century rendering technology and full

linkage to all data generated in the

GeoPRO environment. SIGMA3 is

integrating all of its industry-leading

software into the GeoPRO environment

so that the attribute results can be

viewed and evaluated efficiently in

VizPRO and to enable full 3D velocity

model building.

Integrate Geoscience, Engineering & Real-Time Microseismic Monitoring

Through a truly integrated, reservoir-centric portfolio of technology, expertise and
services, SIGMA3 Integrated Reservoir Solutions delivers an unprecedented level of
integration that spans reservoir understanding to production optimization. Oil & gas
companies will accelerate their return on investment by making more confident
decisions that are the catalyst for long-term success. 


